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ARTICLE THIRTY-FOUR
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE - FIRST KINGS 12-16

TWELVE
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A stupid reply to a sincere request (12:1-15)
“Down with David,” they cried! (12:6-17)
From this point—two kings, two kingdoms (12:18-21)
God said, “Don’t fight; this is my doing!” (12:22-24)
Two cities corrupted by golden calves (12:25-33)

THIRTEEN
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

His arm frozen as the altar split (13:1-5)
He restored his arm but refused his invitation (13:6-10)
The old prophet who lied to a young prophet (13:11-20)
Death for disobedience (13:21-32)
The sin of the ungodly appointing the unfit (13:33-34)

FOURTEEN
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

He quickly saw through her disguise! (14:1-8)
The penalty is death! (14:9-11)
They sorrowed over her son throughout the land (14:12-18)
His record: twenty-two years of transgression! (14:19-20)
Rehoboam—a review of his reign (14:21-30)

FIFTEEN
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Enter Abijam! God did it for David’s sake! (15:1-8)
Enter Asa! He even deposed her for worshipping idols (15:9-15)
A bad treaty with Ben-hadad however (15:16-22)
He died with a foot disease (15:23-24)
Enter Nadab! (15:25-26)
Baasha’s bloodbath (15:27-33)

SIXTEEN
A. His family to die and be devoured by dogs (16:1-7)
B. Enter Elah! Killed by his chief charioteer (16:8-14)
C. Enter Zimri, the seven-day wonder! (16:15-20)

D. Enter Omri, builder of Samaria, father of Ahab (16:21-28)
E. Enter Ahab! His godless ways and his godless wife (16:29-33)
F. The oldest died at the first stone and the youngest at the final stone (16:34)

